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 The United Nations Society has allowed me to not just flourish as a delegate, negotiator, 

and political junkie but also as a person.  Joining the UNS has allowed me to meet some of my 

closest friends during my time at university and has given me a true sense of belonging in a 

society where I can discuss and practice my passion for politics.  For this reason I, Sam Pett, will 

strive to ensure that every delegate will be given the tools they need to thrive as delegates. 

 

 My first exposure to the UNS was facilitated through the Co-Directors of Training and 

since then I have felt nothing but welcomed into this society.  As Co-Director of Training, I 

intend to work closely with my fellow director, the rest of the executives and the entirety of the 

society to ensure that everyone who wants to join and everyone who wants to stay is welcomed 

into our society and feels that they are among friends.  Along with that, I feel that my role is to 

ensure that every single delegate is given the tools and the guidance to become the best delegate 

they can be. 

 

Accessibility of Research and Preparation 

  

 It is my firm belief that every delegate should be provided with any and all resources to 

succeed for every conference, but especially for their first conference.  Model United Nations 

attracts a wide range of people with a wide range of political knowledge.  A delegate’s first 

conference can make or break their MUN experience and it is incredibly easy to get discouraged.  

The first hurdle that every delegate must overcome is preparation for their first conference.  

Research for some can be a simple task but for many it is difficult.  Many delegates are 

overwhelmed with the daunting task of researching the policies of a country when they may have 

little to no background in politics.  

 

 As Co-Director of Training, I intend to make research more accessible for first years and 

experienced delegates.  Bringing together suggested places to start research altogether on a single 

document which provides links, useful search phrases, suggestions on how to get started, and 

important topics to cover within your research.  The most difficult thing about research is getting 

started in sorting the sheer amount of information that is on the Internet and this document will 

provide this starting point.   

  

This document will also provide some of the basic rules of MUN, written and unwritten, 

to give delegates a base understanding of how their first conference is going to go.  This 

document will not be an exhaustive list including every single rule of MUN but will provide the 

basic information that is absolutely essential for a delegate’s success.  After delegates have 



 

 

mastered their basic knowledge and skills, they can begin to develop knowledge of more 

advanced skills and knowledge.   

 

CarleMUN is often the first conference for delegates in university.  Because of this, it is 

perhaps the most essential and formative conference a delegate will participate in.  Providing 

delegates with a friendly, educational, and enjoyable experience at CarleMUN is essential for 

ensuring that delegates are not discouraged from MUN.  To ensure that delegates have this 

experience, I intend to work closely with the executives to provide this experience.  In tandem 

with the new document providing advice for research, every background guide in CarleMUN 

would provide a series of recommended readings for every delegate to help provide everyone 

with some basic knowledge of their committee.  I would also like to see every experienced 

delegate identified and attempting to work closely with the first year delegates to answer any 

questions they might have. 

 

Workshops and Training Sessions

 
 

Many delegates who do not have an opportunity to practice their skills in MUN may have 

to miss a few conferences but still want to participate in MUN.  Because of this, I intend to run 

regular training sessions not only pre conferences but also in significant gaps between popular 

conferences such as QMUNI and MCMUN.  These training sessions would provide practice for 

experienced delegates and also an opportunity for beginners to refine their skills in less serious, 

but still substantive training sessions.   

 

 I also intend to hold a greater variety of training sessions where every session is not 

simply a watered down GA.  Training sessions are a time to learn and practice their skills in a 

serious yet relaxed experience.  Running training sessions for particularly crises but also 

specialized agencies and styles of conferences that differ from the norm can help delegates to 

have a more varied experience than simply a few GA training sessions.  Other variations such as 

advanced training/practice sessions for veteran members and beginner sessions for those that feel 

they still need a grasp of the basics, will be considered based on interest expressed by members 

of the UNS.  Nearly all new delegates and even many experienced delegates have never 

participated in a crisis committee and because of the nature of crises, they can be thrown into 

their first crises with little to no idea of what is going on.  These varied training sessions will 

provide better opportunities for delegates to succeed in all committees, regardless of prior 

experience. 

 

 Along with training sessions, I intend to also run workshops that will focus on skills 

associated with MUN.  Instead of practicing all skills at once in a mock committee, focusing on 

one specific skill can help those delegates that feel they don’t have a good grasp on a specific 



 

 

skill can help to improve what they may not be too confident in.  These workshops will include 

skills such as:  public speaking, resolution writing, crisis notes, collaboration with other 

delegates etc. I would like to run one of these workshops monthly working closely with other 

delegates that feel they are very strong in the particular skill being addressed.   

 

Externals, Awards, and Self-Appreciation

 

 

Carleton is a well known and incredibly well respected MUN team and I intend to 

continue that trend.  However, as we all know, it is very easy to have delegates fall into a trap of 

elitism and narcissism. Addressing the fact that all delegates should conduct themselves with 

professionalism is essential to ensuring that Carleton delegates are encouraged to work 

collaboratively and respectfully with all other delegates.  MUN is all about working together and 

stressing that fact through not only our in houses and training sessions, but also within our social 

events, ensures that Carleton delegates continue to be respectful and friendly to their fellow 

delegates.   

 

Awards loom over the head of every delegate throughout every committee that they 

participate in.  Despite the fact that Carleton consistently does well with the awards it can be 

difficult to be a Carleton delegate and not win an award without feeling disappointed in some 

way.  Addressing this issue is important for ensuring that delegates allow themselves to take 

pride in their own performance rather than to have their performance quantified by an award.  

Awards can be a huge confidence boost for any delegates that win them and delegates that win 

awards should be celebrated but the delegates that don’t win awards should also take time to 

congratulate themselves for the improvement they’ve done.  As Co-Director of Training, I will 

attempt to make the culture of what it takes to be a good delegate less focused on number of 

awards and more on your own self improvement. This will become a  prevalent theme 

throughout in house, training sessions, and social events.   

 

Every delegate should have an opportunity to self improve and recognize their own skills.  

Many delegates do not give themselves a chance to recognize their own strengths and 

achievements in MUN. As Co-Director I hope to work with fellow veterans of MUN to help 

newer members to understand their own strengths through constructive feedback and 

acknowledging where their strengths lie.  This concept works in tandem with the proposed 

workshops that will allow delegates to hone their strengths and address their weaknesses in a 

friendly and educational setting to prevent the discouragement that a high energy external like 

MCMUN can result in.   

 

 



 

 

Model United Nations and You

 

 

As the relationship of the executives and the rest of the members become increasingly 

less distant, I intend to further develop that through creating a greater dialogue with the rest of 

the executives and the rest of the club in general.  I am not the perfect delegate, nor is anyone 

else in the society, but I sincerely believe that every single person in this society is good at 

something within MUN.  Keeping this in mind, I would look forward to working with every 

single delegate, new and old for improving this society.  This is why I intend to make the 

position of improving the society not solely that of the exec, but for every person who simply 

wants to see the UNS improved.   Model United Nations has formed the greatest part of my 

university career thus far and I intend to fully commit myself to this society to make it the best 

club that it can possibly be.   
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